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Introduction

The fitness industry is a fast-growing and fast-changing industry that
is expe cted to see continued growth. What initially many thought
was just a fad quickly spread like wildfire. Even the fitness pioneers
themselves were surprised at the success that they had in this
market. With the promise of the latest and greatest products,
trainers and instructors rode the fitness train to wealth.

The introduction of the exercise video pushed fitness to a whole
new level and made it more accessible to everyone— even people
who had never worked out before. In turn, this interest in personal
health boosted the drive to develop more workout gyms, equipment,
and personal trainers, creating more and more careers in the fitness
world. To keep up with the times, the world of fitness has had to
make its way into technology with games and apps. The exe rcise
video that initially was marketed to stay-at-home mothers has
evolved to include people of all ages and fitness levels. Ways to stay



healthy are more and more available—as are the choices to make it
fun.

With so much out there, how do you choose the program or
product that is right for you and your fitness needs? What are the
latest trends? How has the fitness industry adapted to the changing
times and the technology age?



Chapter	1

Not Just a Fad

Dresses with shoulder pads, big hair with the Farrah Fawcett flip,
and chain belts were some of the fashion and beauty fads of the
1980s. People were also becoming obsessed with getting physically
fit. Actress and political activist Jane Fonda had danced ballet all of
her life to stay in shape until a foot injury in her forties prevented her
from dancing, and she began gaining weight. She called a friend to
help her find another workout method. The program worked for her,
and in 1981 she wrote a book about her fitness routine called Jane
Fonda’s Workout Book. According to Fonda, Debbie Karl, the wife of
video pioneer Stuart Karl, read her book and told her husband that
he should ask Fonda to do an exercise video. Up until that time Karl
had mostly produced home-improvement videos. The VCR had been
invented years earlier but was just getting affordable enough so that
ordinary people could own one in their home. Karl took his wife’s
advice and asked Fonda to do an aerobic workout video. Aerobic
means “using oxygen.” When done on a regular basis and with
enough energy, this type of exercise keeps the heart and lungs in
good condition. It works all areas of fitness flexibility, muscle
strength, and the cardiovascular system. Fonda said no to Karl at
first because she thought making a fitness video would be bad for
her career, but she finally agreed to do it for the proceeds to go to a
political organization she had founded.

That trailblazing video, Workout: Starring Jane Fonda, was
released in 1982. Not only did sales of Fonda’s video skyrocket, it



also boosted the sales of VCRs. People were buying the machines
just so they could play Fonda’s video and exercise along with her at
home. Fonda was soon as well known for her workout video as for
her acting and added fitness guru to her title of accomplishments.
As of 2012, the thirtieth anniversary of the first video, it had sold 17
million copies.

Jack LaLanne, known as the “Godfather of Fitness,” in a 1986 photo at the age of 71.

While Fonda may have created the first workout video, exercise
shows had been on TV some thirty years before. The Jack LaLanne
show began in 1951 and featured fitness, health, and nutrition
expert Jack LaLanne. The show reached out to stay-at-home
housewives and mothers, motivating women to exercise and take



time to improve their fitness. It aired for thirty-four years, earning
LaLanne the nickname “Godfather of Fitness.” Along with exercise
LaLanne offered advice on how to be healthier and feel better. He is
also credited with opening one of the first fitness gyms in the United
States in 1936. LaLanne died at the age of 96 in 2011, said to still be
exercising until the day before he died.

Richard Simmons soon danced through the VHS-workout door
that Jane Fonda had opened, with his Sweatin’ to the Oldies video in
1988. Simmons, who had been an overweight teen, had lost the
weight and kept it off and was now on a mission to help others lose
weight, get healthy, and have a fun time doing it. He combined
popular songs with his exercise routines, which made exercise
entertaining and less like work. Simmons’s unforgettable style-a
combination of afro, striped shorty shorts, and bright colors often
accented with glitter-made him an icon of the ’80s. His energetic, fun
routines coupled with his ability to make people feel like he cared
about them individually propelled his success. He burst on the video
and television scene with such energy that he soon became a
household name.

Other workouts such as Jazzersize-an energetic workout set to
jazz music, created by professional dancer Judi Sheppard Missett in
1969-found a place in the video market as well. Step aerobics
helped round out the fitness routines of the ’80s. This workout added
another element to regular aerobics by adding a riser or step used
to step on and off of during exercise.

Much of the early fitness world was focused on women. The
American Heart Association states that cardiovascular disease or
heart disease is the greatest health risk for women. They
recommend a heart-healthy lifestyle to decrease the likelihood of
getting heart disease. That lifestyle would include making healthy
eating choices and exercising regularly, which includes finding a
workout that’s right for you. The fitness industry may not have been
of aware of these warnings when it first started, but workout videos
improved their health focus as time went on.



A group of women participate in a Jazzercize class. Jazzercize combines dance, strength
training, yoga, Pilates, and kickboxing for a total body workout.

Whatever motivation was behind it, fitness became a new
adventure for many-and the start of a craze that made for big
business and new careers never before possible. It was soon
something that everyone wanted in on: creating a world where you
could make a lifestyle and a living out of fitness.
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